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Abstract
Evident in human prehistory and across immense cultural variation in human ac-
tivities, symmetry has been perceived and utilized as an integrative and guiding
principle. In our long-term collaborative work with Indigenous Knowledge hold-
ers, particularly Yupiaq Eskimos of Alaska and Carolinian Islanders in Micronesia,
we were struck by the centrality of symmetry and measuring as a comparison-of-
quantities, and the practical and conceptual role of qukaq [center] and ayagneq
[a place to begin]. They applied fundamental mathematical principles associated
with symmetry and measuring in their everyday activities and in making artifacts.
Inspired by their example, this paper explores the question: Could symmetry and
measuring provide a systematic and integrative way to teach the foundations of
mathematical thinking? We illustrate how the fundamental structures of sym-
metry, measuring, and comparison-of-quantities, starting with the embodied or-
thogonal axes, form a basis for properties of equality, aspects of numbers and
operations (including place value), geometry and number line representations,
functions, algebraic reasoning, and measurement. We conclude by embedding
the earlier geometric constructions of triangles and squares within the unit circle
and making explicit connections to trigonometric functions.
1. Introduction: The Fundamental Nature of Symmetry
Symmetry is ubiquitous, connecting art and function, practicality with aes-
thetics, and nature to mathematics. As a practical principle, symmetry un-
derlies ways of perceiving, thinking, acting, and creating in the world. Its
utility and the recognition of its beauty can be seen in symmetrically crafted
tools found in archaeological sites dating back 1.4 million years [63] and in
stunning artwork from Minoan culture dating around 1800-1600 BC (e.g., the
golden bee pendant).1 It appears in mosaics, buildings, and patterns across
diverse cultures, across geographic regions and historic time periods [59, 30].
Symmetry has been analogously recognized as an overarching schema in the
organization of social groups [17, 21, 35], and such symmetric relationships
have been symbolically represented in practical objects such as weavings and
in the physical organization of communities [46, 47]. Washburn [58] notes
1A personal observation made by co-author Karen Franc¸ois on a recent trip to Crete
and the Heraklion Museum, images can be found at https://www.ancient.eu/image/
885/minoan-bee-pendant/?, last accessed on January 2019. Bilateral symmetry has
been observed since the ancient practices of arts and mathematics and in this example a
millennium earlier than the ancient Greek philosopher mathematicians. The bee pendant
(a gold ornament from Malia, Crete, consisting of two bees depositing a drop of honey in
their honeycomb) dating from 1800-1700 B.C. is a nice example of bilateral symmetry in
the arts.
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how symmetric properties (measurement and positional relationships) are ex-
pressed in multidimensional ways in widely varying cultural artifacts, from
the radial layout of a Navajo hogan to the symmetrical designs of a Persian
carpet to repeating symmetric patterns.
This paper has been deeply informed by our long-term ethnographic and
collaborative research with Yupiaq Eskimo knowledge holders and their sys-
tematic use of symmetry and measuring across a wide array of activities.2
The culturally specific insights gained from over thirty years of working with
Yupiaq elders and educators, and more recently knowledge holders from the
Caroline Islands in Micronesia, allowed us to see how symmetry and measur-
ing act as an underlying cultural code connecting a wide array of activities
and systematizing epistemologies [38, 62]. Yet, the geometrical principles,
for example, reflections creating equal distances from the center across a
line of symmetry, that they employ transcend their cultural groups and can
be applied widely to education. On the basis of numerous practical exam-
ples, we began to see how an analogous way of thinking about symmetry
could be used as a fundamental framework for teaching school mathematics.
We used these underlying mathematical principles to model how these pro-
cesses can be cohesively applied to teach numbers, geometry, measuring, and
early algebraic thinking. The elders’ potential contribution to the learning
and understanding of mathematics is their view of symmetry and measuring
as a centerpiece, an integrative, creative, and constructive process. Even
in situations in which symmetry does not exist, Yupiaq individuals visual-
ize symmetry-asymmetry in a dynamic way. They turn asymmetries into
symmetries, a way of perceiving and thinking that is similarly expressed in
Navajo cosmology [62]. In practical activity, this approach reveals under-
lying arithmetic and algebraic structures. The systemic and creative ways
in which the Yupiaq have used symmetry has helped to reveal the central
2Most of the authors have collaborated with Yupiaq elders and Carolinian Island knowl-
edge holders for the past five years through a National Science Foundation, Arctic Social
Sciences Division, from 2013 to 2018. Lipka has worked with Yupiaq teachers and elders
from 1981 to the present. Lipka and Adams collaborated with elders, Yupiaq teach-
ers/knowledge holders, through a series of grants that supported a program known as
“Math in a Cultural Context” that developed supplemental elementary school curriculum,
provided professional development, and conducted qualitative and quantitative studies.
Evelyn Yanez, Dora Andrew-Ihrke, and Sassa Peterson are all Yupiaq teacher researchers,
long-term colleagues, and “family” over these many years.
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role that symmetry can have in school mathematics. These ways of thinking
and actions on material embed the four basic arithmetic operations as they
construct artifacts out of irregular and uneven raw material. This is in jux-
taposition to the predominantly static way that symmetry is used in school
mathematics, which typically relegates the topic to the margins, using it as
an object to be identified, located, or sorted rather than a dynamic concept
and generative process. Even in the Common Core State Mathematics Stan-
dards, symmetry is found only under the strand of Geometry and limited
to locating, identifying, and decomposing and composing geometrical shapes
[13], with no hint of the cohesive and generative nature of symmetry rec-
ognized by mathematicians, physicists, and anthropologists (among others)
[19, 41, 58, 61].
Yupiaq activity, perception, and thought ground the abstract notions of sym-
metry, making the concept accessible, and cohesive for learning mathematics.
Embedded in Yupiaq constructions are mathematical principles that harken
back to the etymology of symmetry, “coming from the Greek sym and me-
tria, which translates into the same measure”[40, page 3] and fundamentally
connects symmetry, ratio, and proportions based in measurement [45, pages
90–92]. Like the ancients, the Yupiaq use symmetry as a generative and con-
structive process, including ratio relationships, scaling projects, and physical
proof to ensure that their design and products maintain their proportions
and aesthetic value. They often do this in a non-numeric environment, using
a comparison-of-quantities approach which lends itself to algebraic think-
ing and representations on a geometric number line, as similarly noted by
Davydov [15] and Bass [7].
1.1. Mathematical basis of symmetry
More generally, symmetry is a central mathematical concept from the begin-
ning of the practice of mathematics. It was discussed and used in mathe-
matics and mathematical practices to interpret numbers and to give esthetic
value to mathematical objects, connecting art and mathematics. Bilateral
symmetry (or the symmetry of left and right) appears as the first case of
a geometric concept that refers to the operation of reflection and rotation.
Weyl also mentions that this kind of symmetry reflects the structure of the
human body [60, page 8]. He describes the progression of the concept of
symmetry from a vague notion of “harmony of proportions,” to the mathe-
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matical concept of geometry in all its variation to a definition “the invariance
of a configuration of elements under a group of automorphic transformations”
[60, page i].
Yaglom [64] describes the modern development of symmetry and its profound
influence on advances in mathematics. He notes Felix Klein’s contribution to
and definition of geometry (and in collaboration with Sophus Lie), as “the
science which studies the properties of figures preserved under the transfor-
mations of a certain group of transformations” [64, page 115]. Similarly,
Trkovska [54] explains “the theory that studies the properties of figures pre-
served under all transformations of a given group is called the geometry of
this group.” Klein and Lie’s work on groups, transformations, and invariance
[64, 28] contributed to the proof of the validity of non-Euclidean geometry.
In effect, Klein contributed to the establishment of non-Euclidean geometry
as he showed that a geometry of positive curvature does satisfy the postulate
of the straight line [31]. Yaglom connects the profound influence of Klein and
his colleagues to Einstein’s special theory of relativity: “Thus, when we pass
from the classical mechanics of Galileo and Newton to the relativity theory of
Einstein and Poincare´, we are actually changing our view of the geometry of
the surrounding world and this geometry, in full agreement with Klein’s point
of view, is determined by prescribing the group of transformations which
preserve the form of physical laws” [64, page 124]. Gross similarly notes
that subsequent advances in quantum physics were made, in part, when “he
[Einstein] put symmetry first . . . as the primary feature of nature that con-
strains the allowable dynamical laws” [29]. Einstein’s work was influenced
by Noether’s theorem, which connected the invariance of symmetry under
conditions of transformations (rotations, translations, and reflections) to the
laws of conservation, connecting time, space, and movement with symmetry.
1.2. Biological basis of symmetry
Symmetry runs deeper than the embodiments of bilateral symmetry found
in humans and many other organisms. Biological and brain research provide
evidence that visual symmetry detection is an evolutionarily old capacity,
hardwired both in humans and other species [20]. Giurfa, Eichmann, and
Menzel [26, page 458] assert that “even organisms with comparatively small
nervous systems can generalize about symmetry, and favour symmetrical over
asymmetrical patterns.” The perception of symmetry also appears central
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to the operation of the human brain. It seems that the human brain is able
to encode information efficiently, in part, because of “Information processing
and symmetry; symmetry essentially allows us to encode only half of the in-
formation in a visual space, and automatically know the other half” [6]. The
human brain has modular receptors to encode information onto orthogonal
axes, an inherently symmetric system [25, 12]. Jayakrishnan, reporting on
the work of O’Keefe, Brit-Moser, and Moser (winners of a Nobel Prize in
Physiology), states that geometrical positioning or wayfinding is controlled
by a positioning system, “an inner GPS” (Global Positioning System) in the
brain, that makes it possible to orient ourselves in space, thus demonstrating
a “cellular basis for higher cognitive function” [32, page 58]. According to
O’Keefe [43] the hippocampus in humans and other species processes environ-
mental and geometric information aided by place and grid cells. These grid
cells “and other spatially periodic cells of the medial entorhinal cortex which
fire in multiple locations across an environment in a symmetrical hexago-
nal pattern (grids)” [43, page 285]. Intriguingly, O’Keefe describes animal
wayfinding such that “the constellation of cells appears to form a compass-
like polar coordinate system upon which the rest of the spatial mapping
system is built” [43, page 294].
1.3. Underrepresentation of symmetry in school mathematics
The robust uses of symmetry across cultures and domains reflect ways in
which humans perceive, process, and record information. Yet, Tsang, Blair,
Bofferding, and Schwartz [55] conclude, despite the human capacity to de-
tect, perceive, create (via geometrical shapes), navigate, locate, and encode
symmetry, that the potential that symmetry may provide in the teaching of
school mathematics remains largely untapped.
A few important exceptions include the work of Saxe and his associates [49]
and Tsang and her colleagues [55], who used the symmetric structure of in-
tegers to effectively teach positive and negative integers, origin on a number
line, equal intervals, and simple and multi-units. Case et al. [11] use the no-
tion of an orthogonal center (two lines perpendicular to each other) as a gen-
eralized schema for developing students’ competence in numbers and spatial
location. Davydov and Tsvetkovich’s work [15] on comparison-of-quantities
approach emphasizes measuring as a ratio relationship connecting algebraic
thinking and a geometric number line. Bass [7] stresses the importance of the
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geometric number line as an approach that presents aspects of real numbers in
a developmentally appropriate way from students non-numeric comparison-
of-quantities. Lockhart embraces the comparison-of-quantities approach be-
cause it is “scale independent” [41, page 34], accordingly he states that we are
measuring a ratio relationship, an approach which generalizes. He connects
the ideas and beauty of relative comparisons to geometry, size, shapes, and
area. He further connects the concept of a geometric number line to ideas of
motion, time, space, and location, fundamentally connecting geometry and
arithmetic “in a very pleasing and beautiful way” (page 205). Sophian’s re-
search in developmental psychology [51] provides evidence on the propensity
of very young children to perceive early forms of proportions and comparison-
of-quantities. She notes that numbers are abstract symbols while quantities
are “properties of things that exist in the physical world” [51, page 3].
Dreyfus and Eisenberg note the importance of symmetry for students in
understanding group theory, algebra, trigonometry, and calculus and go on
to state, “The notion of symmetry is itself a mathematician’s dream . . .
[it has been] generalized and applied to almost every area of mathematics”
[19, page 189]. They conclude that “symmetry must be taught as it is too
useful and important a topic to let it develop casually” (page 196). We
agree with Tsang, Blair, Bofferding, and Schwartz (2015) and Dreyfus and
Eisenberg (1998) that symmetry connects to many areas of mathematics and
that the teaching of school mathematics through symmetry remains woefully
underrepresented, despite increasing evidence for its biological and cognitive
basis, and its practical utility. This article explores one way in which the
dynamic and flexible use of symmetry and measuring has the potential to
unify and generalize the teaching of school mathematics.
1.4. Yupiaq activity as a basis for symmetry explorations
We have long been interested in understanding the ways in which Yupiaq
elders performed everyday tasks and solved problems in a context in which
numbers were not typically relied upon and without the use of Western in-
strumentation [36, 39]. They created their tools and ways of thinking that
allowed them to measure and locate in one, two, and three dimensions as
they compared lengths, constructed geometrical shapes, made clothing and
patterns, and star navigated. They performed these constructions by think-
ing in linear, coordinate, polar coordinate, and spherical coordinate space.
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We knew that symmetry and measuring were key concepts for the Yupiaq
[36]. However, in 2014 the group was intensely discussing how they conceived
of spatial orientation while traveling and how they used that same frame of
reference inside of a house. Notions of center, upriver/downriver, and sided-
ness were discussed and modeled and diagrams drawn on butcher block paper
lined the walls of the room. At a quiet moment, Raphael Jimmy, a ninety-
two-year-old elder and member of our research group raised two-crossed fin-
gers (+) and said, “This is the center [qukaq] and beginning [ayagneq] of
everything” (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Raphael Jimmy, a ninety-two-year-old elder from Mountain Village, Alaska,
identifies and symbolizes the center of everything. Mr. Jimmy is a key member in and
contributor to our National Science Foundation-sponsored research project.
Quite simply, this was a defining moment for our research group, as we be-
gan to understand the centrality of this frame of reference. Subsequently,
we investigated everyday tasks of the Yupiaq group members, and in every
activity that we explored, from making snowshoes to mending nets to mak-
ing ceremonial headdresses, the orthogonal center, symmetry, and measuring
was central to the task. Through our collaborative work we determined that
between these everyday constructions and tasks were a set of interrelated
mathematical principles. They are symmetry, measuring-as-comparison, re-
peated halving including an elegant folding algorithm, and verification in a
mostly non-numeric context. Similarly, we observed that knowledge hold-
ers from the Caroline Islands in Micronesia, a vastly different cultural, geo-
graphic, and linguistic environment, also use symmetry, center, halving, and
measuring across a range of activities, from boat and canoe building to weav-
ing and navigating [1, 27, 53]. We believe that what we have learned from
Yupiaq and Carolinian elders, that is their elegant, systematic, and gener-
alized way of using measuring and symmetry, provides a pathway to extend
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previous work done in school mathematics.3 The rest of this paper explores
our generalized approach.
1.5. Our approach
We weave mathematical connections across different mathematical concepts
of symmetry, measuring, center, halving, and embodiment (for example,
counting on the body). The recurring processes, structures, and repre-
sentations associated with symmetry and measuring are both generative
and integrative while “naturally” connecting quantities, units, and numbers.
Through distance, number, quantity, location, and measuring, we will show
how the mathematical strands of number (algebraic and arithmetic think-
ing including ratios, exponentiation, primes, composites, and factors) and
geometry (shape, properties, congruence, and similarity) connect, and how
these connections develop into the understanding of linear and trigonometric
functions.4
Using symmetry, center, measuring, halving, and verifying, we begin with
simple comparison-of-quantities, quantity a compared to quantity b (a
b
), then
we map the comparison onto an orthogonal grid which connects measure-
ment, location, and number. This approach leads to a panoply of geomet-
ric constructions and relationships by applying symmetry and measuring to
irregular and uneven material to create a host of planar shapes. The con-
struction and exploration of accessible shapes, such as the right isosceles
triangle and the 30◦-60◦-90◦ triangle, highlights their importance in the unit
circle and trigonometry. To develop these concepts, we briefly explore irra-
tional numbers through measuring-as-comparison, then connect measuring-
as-comparison (ratios), center, and symmetry to linear functions. Connecting
measurement, location, number, and symmetry through the orthogonal grid
and the unit circle culminates in a method to access and understand concepts
3 Although elders do not use written symbols and typically do not engage in formal
Western school mathematics, they encouraged our long-term group to adapt their knowl-
edge to school mathematics.
4 Clearly the exploration of symmetry and measuring does not end with trigonome-
try, as they can be connected to calculus, imaginary numbers, and other mathematical
concepts. Given the space limitations, we choose to end our discussion at trigonomic
functions.
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of trigonometry. This pathway highlights the generative and cohesive nature
of symmetry and measuring.
2. Spatial Orientation System: Connecting Symmetry, Measuring,
and Halving in One Dimension
We begin with one pair, two points, which define a line, illustrated in Figure
2(a). Through folding along the line segment AB placing point A on top of
point B, we identify a center. We can verify that the distance from A to
the center is the same as the distance from the center to B under conditions
of rigid transformations. The act of folding also invokes a line of symmetry.
This establishes a fundamental symmetric structure that can be generalized
from one dimension to two dimensions through rotation, as shown in Figure
2(b). Symmetry and measuring-as-comparison are fundamentally connected
to the “center of everything” (+). The orthogonal center is composed of
binary pairs of opposites: above/below and right/left (sidedness). These
foundational structures will be used throughout this discussion.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2: a: Symmetric structure in one dimension. b: Symmetric structure in two
dimensions.
These symmetric/structures are also embodied in the Yupiaq counting and
spatial orientation system (Figure 3). The four sets of digits are counted
and spatially organized by the body’s vertical line of symmetry (left/right)
and above and below the center. This schema connects number, position
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(above, below, left and right), movement, and geometry. This representa-
tion is useful in Yupiaq practical activities as well as in school mathematics.
For example, the Yupiaq oral counting system has been represented on an
embodied abacus, thus connecting through bilateral symmetry and an im-
plied up/down line of symmetry a way of counting, grouping, and organizing
numbers spatially while laying the foundation for a place value system.
Above
y-axis
y-axis 
Below
Side
x-axis
Side
x-axis
I
IV
II
III
center
(a)
 
(b)
Figure 3: Symmetric structure in two dimensions imposed on the Yupiaq embodied count-
ing system and Yupiaq abacus include origin, orientation, and unit.
Burch defines symmetry as, “Two points on different sides of a line are
symmetric about the line if the distance between them is twice the distance
of each of them on the line” (italicized in the original) [10, page 16]. Under
conditions of rigid transformation — translations, reflections, or rotations —
the distances AO and BO are invariant, which is an isometry highlighting
the Greek conceptions of symmetry and measuring. Students can verify that
these distances remain the same. Symmetry connects measuring, distance,
proportionality, halving, and relational thinking in an accessible way. Burch’s
definition of symmetry includes a comparison-of-quantities by defining their
relation to each other, that is, for this length AO, we can prove
2(AO) = AB
or conversely
AB
AO
= 2 or
AB
BO
= 2.
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Further, this structure provides a model for comparison including properties
of equality, less than, greater than, and equal to, and arithmetic operations.
For, example, AB = AO + BO; AB − AO = BO. The structure also
provides a concrete model both for showing that adding/subtracting and
multiplying/dividing are inverse operations and for building abstractions.
Similarly, Lockhart [41] also connects measuring to ratios as he compares
two sticks, one twice the length of the other. He states, “What exactly are
we doing when we measure? I think it is: we are making a comparison. We
are comparing the thing we are measuring to the thing we are measuring it
with. In other words, measuring is relative . . . it’s the proportion (that 2:1
ratio) that’s the important thing” [41, page 32]. Measuring as a comparison-
of-quantities is a fundamental and accessible structure that reveals the rela-
tionship between the quantity being measured and the unit of measure; the
outcome of measuring quantities is numbers. Measuring, in effect, becomes a
prototype for division and early forms of multiplication, such as repeated ad-
dition or iterating a unit. Similarly, measuring as a comparison-of-quantities
approach uses children’s pre-numerical experiences exploring quantitative re-
lationships as a means of developing algebraic thinking [14, 56, 18, 50].
2.1. Comparing quantities in one dimension as a way to explore real numbers
with repeated halving
Cross-cultural, child development, and brain research all support the idea
that halving, the practice of dividing a whole into two parts made precisely
equal through comparison, is a widely known and pedagogically accessible
mathematical practice [5, 42, 51]. Yupiaq and Carolinian knowledge holders
use repeated halving of pieces of string, strips of paper, or coconut fronds,
etc. to create measuring tools. Carefully produced halves of halves of halves
create precisely equal units and the resulting tool can be used to measure
lengths and distances [38, 1, 2]. Mathematically, the act of folding a whole in
half and half again (repeated halving or recursive folding) provides a way to
model exponential numbers, powers of 2, and positive and negative integers
in relation to the origin.
In Figure 4, a length is recursively folded in half to form eight parts. In actual
practice, when folding paper or other materials, accuracy in repeated halving
is achieved non-recursively. The whole is folded in half, and each section is
then individually folded in half and made precise by comparing and aligning
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Figure 4: Symmetric structure and exponentiation.
the two halves. Each fold establishes a line of symmetry, while physical
verification establishes the distance from the center (the new line of symmetry
on one side is equal to the distance on the other side). Symmetry, measuring,
halving, and verifying are used to ensure that the intervals are equal. The
original length is now divided into a series of units and related subunits
Tsang et al. [55] and Saxe and Shaughnessy [48] use this symmetric structure,
a number line representation, to teach positive and negative integers. Any
point on one side of the line of symmetry formed by a center point of a number
line or origin has a corresponding point on the opposite side. Movement,
magnitude (amount of distance), and direction form a basis for understanding
positive and negative numbers, addition/subtraction, location in space, and
a building block for understanding vectors.
2.2. Exploring numbers: folding algorithm, even and odd, primes and com-
posites
Binary folds create powers of two, resulting in four, eight, and so on parts for
either whole or fractional numbers. Annie Andrews, Dora Andrew-Ihrke’s5
mother, recognized that powers of two were “easy folds”. “Difficult folds”
comprise prime numbers (excluding 2) and composite numbers that include
an odd factor. To create an odd number of parts, Dora follows her mother’s
instruction using an n− 1 folding algorithm, where n is any odd number of
parts. She incorporates the fundamental symmetric structure as she gener-
ates three, five, seven, or more odd number of equal parts.
Figure 5 is an example of how constructing five (n parts in general) equal
parts beautifully demonstrates symmetry and measuring. This way of think-
ing, manifested through folding, illustrates the relationship between length
and number of parts. Focusing on length, we subtract one estimated part
5 Dora Andrew-Ihrke is a long-term Yupiaq colleague and major contributor to this
work. She has advanced the practices and extended the traditional knowledge that her
mother passed onto her.
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Figure 5: n− 1 halving algorithm for constructing n = 5 parts.
(A) that will need to be 1
n
th of the total number or total length. By folding
the remaining part in half, we create a new line of symmetry, in which the
n−1
2
parts are equal; thus, parts B + C are also equal to D + E, the section
hidden. We adjust our folds to ensure that the property is achieved. Halving
again creates four (n−1) equal overlapping parts B = C = D = E, and each
part also equals A; hence, five (n) equal parts form the total length where
each part is of reciprocal length, in this case 1
5
of the original length ( 1
n
th
in length). Creating composite numbers from a prime, for example 10, can
be accomplished by dividing the five overlapped parts in half, yielding ten
equal parts. This powerful folding algorithm can model odd and even num-
bers, a limited set of prime numbers, composite numbers and their factors,
and exponential numbers. Symmetry is used dynamically in this algorithm,
shifting the axes of symmetry depending upon the number of parts required
or based upon a particular task. This dynamic use of symmetry underscores
the generative and cohesive nature of symmetry as a principle and a practice.
This comparison-of-quantities approach leads to explorations of operations
with fractions, factors, and common denominators, for example. Although
not addressed in this paper, our approach, in essence, starts with division of
whole numbers and extends to division of a unit length to create fractions
through the folding algorithm. Additionally, we can use the comparison-
of-quantities approach to compare two lengths that may not immediately
resolve into an integer. Briefly, by comparing the magnitude of the two
lengths, fold back the difference between them, then use the difference as a
divisor (the new unit of measure). Repeat this process until a common unit or
the greatest common divisor is found [37]. This particular folding algorithm
that Dora Andrew-Ihrke and some other elders use to find a common unit is
the physical undertaking of Euclid’s algorithm [22, 23], although the number
of iterations is limited due to the material nature and physical procedure.
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2.3. Pythagoras, symmetry, and numbers
In the work of Pythagoras (sixth to fifth century B.C.), symmetry was a
central property when attributing value, worth, or meaning to numbers [60,
page 5]. Numbers were represented by pebbles placed in sand, making spe-
cific configurations that represented geometric figures. Numbers were also
“divided into classes: odd, even, even-times-even, odd-times-odd, prime and
composite, perfect, friendly, triangular, square, pentagonal, etc.” [52, pages
41–42]. These configurations of numbers were called figurative numbers. Ac-
cording to principles of symmetry, Greek mathematicians labeled figures as
even numbers if the geometric layout had two axes of symmetry. Those with
two axes of symmetry were also considered female or undetermined. Figures
were called odd numbers if their layout contained four axes of symmetry and
were also called male or determined [4, page 1560]. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate
the difference between these categories and their social valuation, reflecting
the patriarchy of the time [24].
Figure 6: Even Greek figurative numbers called female or undetermined showing 2 sym-
metry axes.
Figure 7: Odd Greek figurative numbers called male or determined showing 4 symmetry
axes.
A rectangle (having two symmetry axes) was thought to be less perfect than
a square (which has four symmetry axes) and thus was less valued because
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of the lower amount of symmetry axes. Indeed, the most perfect geometrical
figure is the circle. Plato [44] argued the perfection of the circle because of its
infinite amount of symmetry axes. The same argument was used by Birkhoff
[8] when he coined the formula of the beauty of (geometrical/mathematical)
objects:
M =
O
C
,
where M stands for “esthetic measure”; O stands for “order” (or the number
of symmetry axes), and C stands for “complexity” (or the number of corners).
Although different from the Greek figurative numbers, our work also encour-
ages students to use geometric layouts, in addition to the folding algorithm
to investigate numbers. The examples shown in Figure 8 demonstrate how
physical orientation and manipulation can be used practically by students to
derive properties and rules of numbers through symmetry, which supports
algebraic thinking. The exploration in this example from our developing
school mathematics curriculum aligns with the understanding of numbers
developed through the folding algorithms demonstrated above to construct
even and odd, prime and composite, and exponential numbers. Similar to
the n− 1 folding algorithm, this approach uses the ideas of one left over, or
one more than a pair, and the unpaired one, to allow even young children
to derive rules and patterns associated with odd and even numbers through
symmetry.6
2.4. Place value example
The concept of place value is a direct extension of the comparison-of-quantities,
symmetry, and measuring approach. We continue to follow Lockhart’s [41]
formulation of
quantity
unit of measure
In our developed curricula, we establish a measuring context in which stu-
dents develop a set of measurement tools in correspondence to a partic-
ular base that is being taught. This method develops directly from the
easy folds (powers of 2) and the n − 1 folding algorithms shown above.
6 See Strogatz, Feb. 7, 2007, New York Times, http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.
com/2010/02/07/rock-groups/?_r=0, last accessed on January 29, 2019.
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Figure 8: Using geometric layouts to explore rules and patterns with numbers (extracts
from teaching materials).
Similarly, Venenciano, Slovin, Zenigami, and Yagi [57], among others have
adapted and implemented Davydov’s measuring-as-comparing approach to
a U.S. context through a program called Measure Up at the University of
Hawai‘i at Ma¯noa. We begin with base 2 because of its accessibility through
recursively folding paper in half and its practicality as evidenced by the many
Indigenous and non-Indigenous groups that use halving and doubling. Par-
enthetically, this relates to the use of binary numbers (0/off state and 1/on
state) and base 2 in computer systems.
To operationalize base 2 place value, we provide a set of examples showing
how students would produce their tools, measure, and encode in base 2.
Using recursive folding as shown in Figure 9, students create the elements
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Figure 9: Measurement units created through recursive folding.
for their measuring kit, shown in Figure 10, that initially has four lengths
and only one unit of each paper strip measure, where Length D is twice as
long as Length C; Length C is twice as long as Length B; and Length B is
twice as long as Length A.
Figure 10: Initial base 2 measuring kit.
The resulting length ratios form the place value understanding:
A
A
= 1 = 20;
B
A
= 2 = 21;
C
A
= 4 = 22;
D
A
= 8 = 23,
where 20 represents the units (or ones) column, 21 the twos column, 22 the
fours column, and 23 the eights column. This parallels base 10 with the ones,
tens, hundreds, and thousands columns.
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Students explore the relationships of these different measuring units A, B,
C, D through comparison, while the quantities to be measured are noted as
Greek letters. The measuring units are compared with the quantities to be
measured, which establishes numeric patterns represented in the recording
table. This process assists students in understanding the positional base
notational system. They record in binary code, meaning if they use the
length, they record 1, and if not, they record 0 in the appropriate column.
Measuring unit A equals the length of Object ∆, as visually represented as
a comparison-of-quantities in Figure 11 (and subsequent figures). Students
record 1 in the A column to show that one Length A was used and a zero in
all other columns to indicate that no other measuring unit was used.
Figure 11: Measuring length of Object ∆ using measuring unit A.
However, Length A is too small to measure Object Ω. Two Length As would
be needed to measure it. When students realize there is only one Length A in
the kit, they simply cannot measure it with 2 unit As. This challenge ushers
in the need for substitution through equivalency (Figure 12(a)). They can
immediately observe that if they had two Length As, they would measure
the second object, but they have to use Length B, as it is equivalent to two
Length As. Thus they substitute Length B, as shown in Figure 12(b), and
follow the same steps to record it in the place value table.
 
Figure 12a: Substituting. Figure 12b: Recording.  
 
(a)
 
Figure 12a: Substituting. Figure 12b: Recording.  
 
(b)
Figure 12: (a) Substituting. (b) Recording.
The substitution allows students to move to the next column to the left
in the place value table. Students record that they used 1 Length B and
0 Length A. The specific measuring code for the second object is 102
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(read as “one zero”) in base 2. The process continues as they measure Object
Σ, which requires them to use both measuring units A and B (see Figure
13).
Figure 13: Recording table representation for Object Σ using measuring units A and B.
Similarly, Object Λ requires both measuring units C and B in Figure 14.
Figure 14: Recording table representation for Object Λ using measuring units B and C.
Object Φ requires the students to use the complete set of units, resulting in
the recording of 11112 indicating that all units were used (Figure 15).
Figure 15: Recording table representation for Object Φ using all of the existing measuring
units.
However, when they attempt to measure Object Θ, they realize that their
measuring kit has run out of measuring units (Figure 16).
Figure 16: Problem solving how to measure an object longer than the existing measuring
units.
This dilemma promotes further exploration of the place value system, as the
students need to develop a new measuring unit.
Measuring unit E follows the established pattern and is twice the length of
measuring unit D. Measuring unit E measures Object Θ and is recorded as
100002 in base 2 notation.
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Students are challenged to create the next length in the sequence once they
have used lengths A through D to measure Object Θ, which is longer than
the existing set of measuring units. Students intuit that the next length in
the system would be called measuring unit E, which is twice the length of
measuring unit D.
Figure 17: Creating a new measuring unit for Object Θ.
Through practice and measuring selected objects, students explore equiva-
lence relations through exchanging units. In a school context, we would have
a recording table that reflects the proportional relationship between each
measuring unit, bridging the abstract concept of place value with the physi-
cal materials and representations. The next step is to move to the notational
representation independent of the physical tools; this builds on our earlier
work in understanding place value in multiple bases [33].
The process continues as described above. Students measure multiple ob-
jects designed so that they continually experience the process of adding a
unit, substituting the next unit from the tool kit, and moving from one place
value column in a right-to-left direction. In fact, this example models any po-
sitional number place value system, and may enhance understanding of base
10. The outlined approach provides a template for students to explore any
base limited by the practicality of the physical tools. (See [37] for a descrip-
tion of how this approach connects recursive binary folding to place value
in base 2.) Much as the students are learning through measuring, Yupiaq
craftsmen, seamstresses, and others engaged in traditional activities use the
tools of symmetry, measuring, and halving as they solve practical problems
and develop a deep, practical understanding of the underlying principles. It
is the depth of this understanding that makes it useful as a basis for teaching
mathematics.
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3. Symmetry, Measuring, and Halving in Two Dimensions: Con-
necting Numbers and Geometry
Raphael Jimmy’s center of everything is the intersection of two line segments
forming an orthogonal center. This fundamental symmetric structure is now
applied in two-dimensional space.
Above
y-axis
y-axis 
Below
Side
x-axis
Side
x-axis
I
IV
II
III
center
(a)
x
1 2 3 4
y
1
(b)
Figure 18: (a) Extended grid system. (b) Embodied orthogonal grid and symmetric
structure.
Figures 18(a) and 18(b) illustrate the two-dimensional symmetric structure
mapped on the body as a way to measure distance, movement, and num-
ber in space. The Yupiaq embodied counting system, base 20 sub base 5,
combines aspects of an orthogonal grid system, symmetric structure, num-
bers, location, and orientation. The body’s vertical line of symmetry es-
tablishes the right/left axis (y-axis), while the horizontal axis (x-axis) di-
vides above and below. The above/below and right/left axes are common
referents for many cultural groups [62], and this structure is potentially
genetically encoded [32]. This orthogonal structure appears to frame the
embodied Yupiaq vigesimal counting system. The first set of five digits
moves from the left pinky finger toward the center and is reflected across
the “upper” part of the body, crossing the body’s vertical axis of symme-
try. After the above ten digits are counted, the count moves diagonally and
downward through the orthogonal center to the set of digits located below.
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Again, counting on the bottom moves toward the center, crosses the center
to the other side, and the other five digits are reflected on the other side. The
count is completed when all twenty digits have been counted. This system
partially resembles Descartes’ coordinate plane.
The orthogonal coordinate system is named after Descartes, who introduced
the method of rectilinear coordinates, providing a link between geometry
and algebra. As these coordinates are the foundation of analytic geometry,
Descartes can be considered the founding father of analytic geometry, com-
bining geometry and algebra [34]. Another definition of symmetry can be
obtained by using the Cartesian coordinate system. Symmetry is prevailing
if we have “invariance with respect to transition from one Cartesian coordi-
nate system to another; this symmetry comes from the rotational symmetry
of space and is expressed by the group of geometric rotations about 0” [60,
page 134]. In fact, mathematical examples from Yupiaq material practices
are presented in Figures 19 and 20. In each example, imposing the con-
structed objects on the coordinate system to show the symmetries creates
the link between algebra and geometry.
Translation symmetry is associated with counting and movement toward and
away from the center. In addition, this fundamental schema of the Yupiaq
spatial orientation system embeds angular motion, positional movement,
space, time, distance, and orientation. Some Yupiaq elders use this two-
dimensional symmetric structure by applying halving, symmetry, measure-
ments from the center on the y- (above/below) and x- (sides) axes, and con-
gruence to construct planar shapes around the orthogonal axis.
We pay particular attention to constructing squares, circles, hexagons and
their interrelationship with right isosceles and the equilateral triangle within
the unit circle and its connection with trigonometric functions as a way to
highlight how measuring and symmetry are accessible, generative concepts
and processes for teaching and learning mathematics.
4. Geometry, Number, and Location: Comparing, Measuring, Sym-
metry, and Halving
We shift our attention from numbers to geometry by employing symmetry,
measuring, center, and the same halving folding algorithm in two-dimensional
space. Instead of dividing a line or a length into equal parts of a whole,
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we use the orthogonal center to partition 360◦ into equal parts. These ev-
eryday Yupiaq constructions of geometrical shapes can easily be applied to
school mathematics. These constructions rely on the concepts of origin,
orientation, unit, and number. We apply the concepts of comparison as
measuring, symmetry, and halving to locate two-dimensional shapes on the
orthogonal grid system. Along the way, we show how the comparison-of-
quantities approach applied to geometry is one way of introducing irrational
numbers.
We begin the section with a brief description of how Yupiaq elders construct
squares and circles. We connect the comparison-of-quantities approach with
Pythagoras’ theorem to derive the square root of 2; similarly, geometrical
constructions of hexagons and equilateral triangles connect to the square
root 3, hence deriving exact trigonometric values. Lastly, we approximate pi
by comparing the the length of the circumference to the diameter of a circle.
4.1. Constructing squares and circles: measuring, symmetry, halving, scaling
The spatial orthogonal orientation system guides the construction of every-
day artifacts as well as geometrical constructions. Elders envision an or-
thogonal grid system as they use symmetry, proportionality, and geometric
similarity to construct geometric shapes. When using this approach to teach,
all constructions can begin with irregular material (Figure 19(a)) to empha-
size the connections to everyday activity as well as to focus on the envisioned
symmetric structure (+) and its orthogonal center.
 
(a)
 
(b) , (c) , (d)
Figure 19: (a) Irregularly shaped material. (b), (c), (d) Constructing scaled squares from
the irregularly shaped material through halving, center and symmetry.
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In the circle and square constructions, the first steps are simply to fold the
irregularly shaped material in approximately half in one direction (Figure
19(b)) and in half in the other direction along the axis created by the first
fold (Figure 19(c)), thus establishing the orthogonal center of the soon to be
circle and/or square. In Figure 19(c), there is an additional fold bisecting
the center, and the line drawn on the fold line is used as a guide to scale
the square by a particular scale unit, A or B in this case. The scaling of the
square, circle, or other regular polygons demonstrates the concept of area as
squared space and models geometrical similarity. The scaled square (Figure
19(d)) is determined by an equal distance measured from the origin along
the x- and y-axes. In this diagram AO = OA′, which is half the length of the
diagonal of the smaller square. Raphael Jimmy conceptualizes the square
using the attribute that the diagonals of a square bisect at right angles.
Hence, the line drawn from A to A′ on Figure 19(c) forms the sides of the
square, and its length can be determined by the application of Pythagoras’
theorem. His folding ensures that each right isosceles triangle is congruent.
The same process is used to create the circle and sets of scaled circles as
shown in Figure 20, by cutting in an arc rather than a straight line. The
same processes can be used to construct other geometric shapes (for example
other n-gons, triangles, rhombus, and an ellipse), providing opportunities to
compare properties of different geometrical shapes in a learning environment.
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Figure 20: The circle construction, center, symmetry, and scaling.
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4.2. Constructing hexagons and equilateral triangles using the same approach
Now, we use the same processes of symmetry, measuring, and halving to first
find the center in order to construct a hexagon,7 shown in Figure 21, as well
as an equilateral triangle. The n − 1 folding algorithm used to create three
equal parts in one dimension is now used in an orthogonal axis to create
three equal angles or sectors, shown in steps (a) and (b). Three additional
congruent sectors are folded behind; this occurs on the y-axis as shown in
steps (c) and (d). To complete the task, measure the length of the hexagons
diagonals from the center and cut out the planar shape, ensuring that the
distance from the center to p is equal to the distance from the center to q
(step (e)) and the distance pq is equal to the distance from the center to
p. Unfold the resulting equilateral triangle (step (f)) to create the hexagon
(step (g)).
Figure 21: Hexagon construction.
For the equilateral triangle, instead of cutting straight across as in Figure
21(e), draw a perpendicular line from A to O, forming six copies of a 30◦-
60◦-90◦ triangle (Figure 22). The same 60◦ angle is at the center of both
7 The hexagon construction also includes the construction of a trapezoid and rhombus
and, as mentioned, an equilateral triangle. Through symmetrical halving we can create
the 30◦-60◦-90◦ right triangle.
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folded objects for the hexagon and equilateral triangle. Unfold triangle AOB,
paying attention to the symmetry of the construction. The large equilateral
triangle contains six smaller 30◦-60◦-90◦ triangles.
Figure 22: Constructing an equilateral triangle using the same folds as the hexagon con-
struction.
Composing and decomposing shapes provides an enjoyable, self-reliant way
for students to learn about geometric properties, definitions, area, perimeter,
geometrical similarity, congruence, and measuring shapes (comparison-of-
quantities). This approach emphasizes some of the fundamental ways in
which these diverse geometrical shapes are related to each other and provides
a dynamic perspective, starting from the center with movements around
the center. These shapes can also be placed on an orthogonal grid as a
way to further formalize students’ understanding. For example, once on an
orthogonal grid, number can be applied, location can be measured, distances
can be calculated, and area and perimeter can be investigated.
4.3. Pythagoras and Raphael Jimmy
Mr. Jimmy’s construction of the square from a right isosceles triangle
provides students with a physical and visual example of Pythagoras’
theorem, a2 + b2 = c2. The physical proof of Pythagoras’ theorem
is a physical comparison-of-quantities, as illustrated in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Using Raphael Jimmy’s square construction to visually demonstrate a phys-
ical comparison of areas introduces squaring and square roots and a physical proof of
Pythagoras’ theorem.
Instead of comparing lengths as we did in one dimension, we compare area, or
lengths squared, in two-dimensions. Parenthetically, during professional de-
velopment workshops conducted by some of the authors, teachers have found
this demonstration an epiphany, as it literally clarifies what “squaring” a
length means. Symmetry, measuring, and verification through congruence
makes the theorem accessible. Comparing the area a2 to the area c2, we see
some space is still left over. The leftover space can be fit into the area b2
perfectly, physically proving that the theorem holds true.
4.4. Squaring to Square Root
We continue the physical comparison-of-quantities by measuring the hypotenuse
side length
of an isosceles right triangle. Using the elders’ folding algorithm to compare
differences, we fold back the difference between the length of the hypotenuse
and the side length. The difference is the new divisor. We continue this
process as we find a new difference and begin to realize that we cannot
resolve these “incommensurable” differences. Folding back the difference
between the length of the hypotenuse compared to the side length of the
isosceles right triangle results in an approximate value, as this comparison
produces an irrational number (Figure 24). A similar triangle, scaled to the
hypotenuse of length 1, shown in Figure 25, is used later in this paper.
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Figure 24: Comparing the side length 1 to the hypotenuse length
√
2 on a number line.
Figure 25: Geometrical similarity demonstrated by scaling the triangle in Figure 24 so
that the hypotenuse has a length of 1.
The fact that folding does not quite resolve is an indication that we are “ap-
proaching” a different kind of number. Just as our work with length a times
length a led us to a2, a square, now we use our approach to begin to establish
the concept that a square root of a number is the value of the length of the
hypotenuse in a right isosceles triangle and that some square roots cannot be
reduced to a whole number. Similarly, we compare the quantities hypotenuse
side length
and the quantities hypotenuse
height
of the 30◦-60◦-90◦ right triangle, resulting in side
lengths 1 and
√
3 and a hypotenuse of 2, shown in Figure 26 and scaled to a
hypotenuse of length 1 shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 26: Square root of 3 compared to hypotenuse and side length.
Figure 27: Geometrical similarity demonstrated by scaling the triangle in Figure 26 to
have hypotenuse of length 1.
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These are some of the mathematical ingredients we will need as we continue
developing the symmetry and measuring-as-comparison approach applied to-
wards trigonometry — ratios, squaring, square roots, and special right tri-
angles.
5. Linear Functions: Space, Location, Algebra, and Geometry
Before we move to trigonometric functions, we begin with linear functions.
Representing linear functions on a coordinate grid demonstrates how sym-
metry and measuring aid in locating lines in space. Slope or gradient is
another comparison-of-quantities, rise
run
In the next section, we will use the
comparison-of-quantities approach and symmetry to describe linear func-
tions and trigonometric properties within the unit circle. These contexts
each share ratio, symmetry, and location in space.
We use linear functions as a way to connect the same set of principles to
algebraic thinking as we place a line in a coordinate grid. This combines
movement, orientation, and algebra in a quadrant system. The ratio rise
run
contains two parts of a right triangle, specifically the sides adjacent to the
right angle. If you want to measure the distance along the line segment and
if you want to understand the slope, you need to understand rise over run.
In the following, we provide three examples of a linear function:
(a) the parent function f(x) = x,
(b) the reflected function f(x) = −x , and
(c) a shifted function f(x) = mx+ b.
These examples allow us to explore the ratio of rise over run, symmetric
movements, translations, reflections, and rotations using the measuring-as-
comparison approach.
The parent linear function, f(x) = x, passes through the orthogonal center,
the same center that we repeatedly used when constructing a variety of geo-
metric shapes, most importantly the center of the material in which a square
was to be constructed, as well as all the other planar shapes previously de-
scribed. In this case, the chosen path will pass through the orthogonal center
(0, 0) and move halfway between Above/North/y-axis and Side/East/x-axis.
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This path is halfway between W and S, passing through the orthogonal cen-
ter and halfway between E and N. In other words, rise
run
= 1, hence forming a
45◦ angle with the x-axis.
In Figure 28, the physical representation of length shows that for every rise
of 1 length there is an equal run of 1. This represents a positive slope based
on the convention of positive numbers, describing motion on both the x-axis
to the right (E) and the y-axis up (N). The reflected function, f(x) = −x,
also shown in Figure 28, creates a mirror image reflected in the y-axis, or
a rotation around the center, both resulting in a change in orientation and
direction. For every point on the blue line (parent function), there is a
reflected point on the red line, showing the reflection is across the x-axis.
Notice the similarity to Raphael Jimmy’s non-numeric square construction
shown in Figures 19(c) and 19(d), and how the latter establishes a foundation
for this parent function.
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Figure 28: Parent linear function and reflection imposed on the coordinate grid and the
Yupiaq spatial system.
Similarly, for the general linear function f(x) = mx+ b, where m = rise/run
or the gradient, and b is the y-intercept, the path of the line can be
constructed from symmetry, measuring, and comparison-of-quantities.
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In the example shown in Figure 29, f(x) = 2x + 3, rise over run equals
2/1 and the y-intercept is 3, thus varying the location and orientation of
the path, again as governed by the rise over run ratio of 2/1 (comparison-
of-quantities) and symmetry. The parent function is translated from the
orthogonal center up to +3 on the y-axis until it passes through y = 3.
Figure 29: Applying comparison-of-quantities to a linear function using symmetry and the
comparison-of-quantities approach.
Transformations of linear functions establish a pattern for applying the
comparison-of-quantities approach with symmetry, measuring, halving, and
center. This basic pattern supports explorations of more complex problems,
and is the same pattern we have established from the beginning, locating
position and number using a symmetric structure. Before engaging in trigono-
metric functions through the development of the unit circle, we have one last
concept to investigate, that of pi, yet again through the same pattern of
thinking.
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6. Pi and the Unit Circle, Orthogonal Coordinate System, and
Trigonometric Functions
Just as we explored the irrational numbers
√
2 and
√
3 through the comparison-
of-quantities approach, we can also explore an approximation of pi, which we
proceed to do in this section. This transcendental number8 will be essential
for the development of the unit circle and for understanding trigonometric
functions by connecting space, unit, location, measurement, and our familiar
constructed accessible shapes.
Pi, pi, is the result of the comparison of two quantities: the length of the
circumference of a circle and the length of its diameter. Figure 30 shows the
relationship of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, resulting in an approx-
imation of pi. This approach provides students with additional introductory
experiences with numbers that are real but not rational.
Figure 30: Pi, pi, is found by comparing the circumference of a circle to its diameter,
placing these lengths on a number line.
8 When Dora Andrew-Ihrke went through this process to compare the circumference
to the diameter, she used her folding algorithm to determine what was left over after 3.
Once she reached a point, she said, “it’s an ugly number.” After turning off the video she
said, “first time I couldn’t measure!”
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6.1. The Unit Circle
We know the formula Circumference = d ·pi, or C = 2pir. Combining this in-
formation with our previous knowledge, we can construct a circle with radius
1, called a unit circle, and begin to use it to measure distance, angle, loca-
tion, and orientation in a complementary representation to the orthogonal
quadrant system. Figure 31 uses the representation and language that we
have used throughout to reinforce its similarity to the embodied orientation
system.
Figure 31: Establishing a unit circle connected to the Yupiaq spatial system.
By mathematical convention, movement around the center is in a counter-
clockwise direction, and we label an angle of zero degrees (0◦) in the direction
of the positive x-axis. We label the associated point as x is 1 and y is 0, thus
the ordered pair (1, 0), as the circle has a radius of 1. Looking at angular mo-
tion and symmetry, the degree of θ establishes the direction within the unit
circle and is associated with a location on the circle. Once again, the paired
opposites (1, 0), (−1, 0), and (0, 1), (0,−1) are reflected in their numeric loca-
tion, and generated by angular motion. Following common practice, we label
the angle that falls on the positive y-axis as 90◦ or pi/2, followed by 180◦ or pi,
270◦ or 3pi/2, and 360◦ or 2pi, which results in the same location as angle 0◦.
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This enables us to represent pi, the ratio C/d, on a number line, at first using
five specific locations: 0, pi/2, pi, 3pi/2, and 2pi. This approach also shows
explicitly how the angle measures in degrees can be converted to radians by
using the equality 360◦ = 2pi.
Now that the four references are established, we can consider in between an-
gles, just as some Yupiaq elders create more partitions to produce in between
winds. By continuing symmetric “folding”, we can create as many positions
on the unit circle as we want. Focusing on just the first quadrant, we see in
Figure 32 a further refinement of the unit circle, including angles θ reflected
in angle increments of 30◦ and 45◦, angles that are accessible through the
geometric shapes we previously constructed. Note that the angles are the
same as those found in the scaled triangles shown in Figures 25 and 27 with
the hypotenuse of length 1.
Figure 32: Additional angles that are accessible due to the triangles formed by them on
the unit circle.
Through symmetry, reflections, and corresponding angles, the comparable
angles in quadrants II, III, and IV are easily identified and accessible (Figure
33). All of the necessary information is contained in this one representa-
tion, which brings together location, movement, space, triangles, ratios, irra-
tional numbers, pi, positive numbers, negative numbers through symmetry,
comparison-of-quantities, measuring, center, halving, and verifying.
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Figure 33: Representation of the unit circle, angles in degrees and radians, and locations
marked in the (x, y) coordinate system.
In summary, using symmetry, we identified and located all of the corre-
sponding angles and points around the unit circle, given what was known
from Quadrant I. We used the unit circle to focus on various relationships
between angles, locations, and distances. If we stay in this orientation, we
can continue to investigate additional angles; however, if we change our focus
to consider just the change in x or y values in relationship to the change in
angles, then we move into the concepts of trigonometric functions by using
the same approach and patterns we’ve used since beginning with position
and number.
6.2. Trigonometry and Trigonometric Functions
We already know the relationships within the 30◦-60◦-90◦ triangle and the
45◦-45◦-90◦ triangle. This understanding has allowed us to construct and
derive the square root of 3 and the square root of 2 by comparing lengths
and using Pythagoras’ theorem. In Figure 34, we provide the definition of the
ratios of side lengths on any right triangle. By definition, the cosine of the
angle is the ratio of the adjacent side length to the length of the hypotenuse,
whereas the sine of the angle is the ratio of the opposite side length to the
length of the hypotenuse. This definition provides a static representation, an
anchor to view these relationships.
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Figure 34: Basic trigonometric relationships presented from a comparison-of-quantities
perspective.
We now move to a more dynamic view of the trigonometric relationships by
considering angular motion and the related change in ratios9 for trigonomet-
ric functions. In the unit circle, imposing a generic right triangle once again,
we can view any point on the circle as an ordered pair (x, y) or (cos θ, sin θ),
since the hypotenuse is length of 1 as shown in Figure 35.
We focus now on the location of points on the grid for the angles that fall
along the x-axis and y-axis. The ordered pair (1, 0) relates to the location on
the circumference when the angle is 0◦. When we focus on the cosine function,
we switch the coordinate system where the horizontal axis represents the
angle of rotation θ, and vertical axis represent cos θ, producing the ordered
pair (θ, cos θ). The horizontal axis now becomes a number line showing the
angle values, as in Figure 36.10
Although it looks like the same xy-coordinate grid we obtained in Section
5 when we were combining two different relationships (linear and ratio),
the representation we have now arrived at is of an oscillating function.
9 Although it appears that we have moved from Indigenous Knowledge, in fact, we have
identified some correlates of angular motion and related changes in ratios to practical
activities of Yupiaq seamstresses. Dora Andrew-Ihrke demonstrated in detail how she
visualizes the processes of making a neck opening while producing a qaspeq (a woman’s
garment).
10 Note that if we were to use intervals of 15◦ (or pi/12), this θ number line would show
evenly distributed points. But since the cosine and sine of 15◦ is not as accessible as those
shown, we do not include them.
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Figure 35: Two definitions of the location of a point on the circle.
The cosine function in Figure 37 shows the x values of each point on the unit
circle within Figure 33 as the angle increases. The vertical lines are the same
length as x values from the unit circle, but in a new representation. The dy-
namic focus is on the continuous change in ratio (adjacent/hypotenuse) with
respect to the related continuous change in angle θ. Theoretically, these
functions continue in both directions indefinitely, depending on whether we
rotate clockwise or counterclockwise.
The sine function in Figure 38 can be represented in a similar way by
considering r, the y values of each point on the unit circle with respect
to the angle. The green lines are the same length as the y values from
the unit circle for the particular angle. Representations of cosine and sine
generate symmetric wave-like curves, which are translations of each other.
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Figure 36: Number line using angle measurement in relation to pi.
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Figure 37: Representation of cosine function with respect to θ.
These two functions are the basic trigonometric functions from which all
other trigonometric functions can be defined.
Figure 38: Representation of sine function with respect to θ.
In these trigonometric functions, the fundamental symmetric structure is
retained, and each graph can be “folded in half” to see that pattern. Further,
translations and other symmetries previously discussed work similarly and
are accessible by using the same basic patterns presented. In particular,
symmetry and measuring from the unit circle provide the foundation for
understanding a generic trigonometric function.
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7. Discussion
The approach to symmetry and measuring described in this paper attempts
to tap into the ways in which humans perceive symmetry and use symme-
try to construct tools, navigate, orient, measure, create art and music, and
perceive beauty. In a mathematics context, the regularity of symmetry and
its many uses provides a potentially systematic and beautiful way to explore
and learn about mathematical relationships. Although there is increasing
interest in the role that symmetry can play in the teaching of positive and
negative integers and number lines, little has been done to tap into the pow-
erful and generative ways that symmetry/measuring can be used to teach
the foundations of mathematical thinking in a cohesive way.
We believe we have presented a credible case for the power of including
symmetry and measuring as a way to teach the foundations of mathemati-
cal thinking. This paper presents one way, not necessarily the only way or
the best way, in which symmetry, measuring as a comparison-of-quantities,
center, halving and doubling, and verification can establish productive math-
ematical ways of thinking and teaching. This potentially elegant and efficient
approach to mathematics takes advantage of the human ability to perceive
and construct through symmetry and its dynamic relationship to measuring.
We approach symmetry and measuring, initially, from mostly non-numeric
comparison and embodied context situated in the everyday activities of Yu-
piaq and other Indigenous Knowledge holders. This approach highlights
the power of symmetry and measuring, showing its potential to generalize
to numbers, rational and irrational, to geometry and functions, as well as
to trigonometry and various forms of representations. As reflected in the
paper, beginning with the human body, symmetry and measuring provide
a cohesive thread to often unconnected topics (positive and negative inte-
gers, rational and irrational numbers, and trigonometric functions) through
constructing number line representations. Although this method reflects a
culturally specific approach, such as the Yupiaq counting system, it simul-
taneously reflects universal aspects of symmetry and measuring and real-
world aspects of orientation, movement, direction, and space. We estab-
lish a consistent and recurring symmetric structure and process revolving
and oriented around the “center of everything”, forming a flexible coordi-
nate system and flexible and dynamic uses of number line representations.
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We also show how the dynamic relationship between symmetry and measur-
ing brings together seemingly unrelated topics such as comparing lengths,
establishing relative scales, and exploring number relations, place value, ge-
ometrical constructions, and geometrical similarity.
Symmetry and measuring provide a heuristic for tackling complex and even
ugly problems by transforming them into accessible, beautiful shapes and
patterns that may well be more manageable. In this paper we use the
comparison-of-quantities approach to first consider the ratio relationships
between length A and length B to investigate embodied numbers and access
geometric shapes, and then we use it to explore irrational and transcendental
numbers. We also use the comparison-of-quantities approach to investigate
linear functions and slope and to extend that understanding to trigonometric
functions by comparing the ratio of the side lengths to the change in angle,
producing yet another beautiful pattern.
Although this approach may seem obvious to mathematicians, it is not how
we teach school mathematics and use symmetry and measuring in the United
States.
By using this cohesive, integrative, and generative approach we connect seem-
ingly unconnected concepts across strands of mathematics. If students are
provided an opportunity to learn in this way, the method may build connec-
tions and potentially deepen their mathematical understanding within and
across mathematics strands. Although we have not emphasized this aspect
of our method in this paper, this approach also supports ways for students
to investigate conjecturing and problem solving. We also believe further-
more that our approach has the potential to remove the fear and boredom of
mathematics, which we often hear about from teachers and students alike.
We recommend collaborative research between mathematics educators,
developmental psychologists, cultural anthropologists/ethnomathematicians,
and cognitive neuroscientists. Given research across disciplines that asserts
that symmetry, measuring, counting, and locating are found across cultural
groups, and given that symmetry has been identified by neuropsychologists
and developmental psychologists as being a hard-wired capacity of humans
to perceive, encode, and create, such collaborative enterprises could
coordinate lab-oriented micro-level research to tap into the brain’s capa-
city for learning mathematics through more holistic approaches.
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This recommendation aligns with two-themed ZDM issues on neuroscience
research and mathematics education (for example see [16, 3]), which call
for a more collaborative approach between the fundamental researchers and
mathematics educators and teachers.
We encourage research methodology that taps into the cohesive and gen-
erative power of symmetry and measuring connecting topics, strands, and
representations. Without such research we risk atomizing and trivializing
symmetry and measuring, pushing them back to the margins of mathematics
education. Studies that tap into different aspects of the power of symmetry,
using the grand approach, similar to [14] and [9], would potentially begin
to provide the fundamental basis for exploring the efficacy of symmetry and
measuring as key, foundational, activity-based concepts in mathematics ed-
ucation.
The examples presented above are by no means exhaustive. Symmetry and
measuring are central to other coordinate systems — polar, spherical, cylin-
drical — and other fields of mathematics. Even though we did restrict our
exploration here in various ways, through the comparison-of-quantities, we
were nonetheless able to access all subsets of the real number system (count-
ing numbers, integers, ratios, and irrationals) and engage in aspects of num-
ber theory, investigate how numbers behave, and connect them to algebra
and geometry. Imaginary numbers may not be accessible with our models,
but through parallels to real numbers, once defined, can also be investigated.
Similarly, symmetries and their classifications can lead to the field of group
theory.
8. Conclusion
Symmetry has been a central concept for the ancient philosopher mathe-
maticians, for leading physicists, philosophers, and neuroscientists, and for
Indigenous practitioners. Bilateral symmetry was already being used in art-
work from Minoan culture around 1800-1600 B.C. Throughout history and
across cultures around the world people have recognized its beauty, its dy-
namic relationship with asymmetries, and its theoretical or cohesive nature.
Yet, symmetry in present-day school mathematics remains a simplistic and
underrepresented idea. We strongly suggest that symmetry can play a far
greater role in the development of students’ understanding of mathematics.
We believe that this paper has shown the breadth, depth, and consistency
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with which symmetry and measuring can be applied as a dynamic, gener-
ative, and cohesive process that supports mathematics learning and teach-
ing, starting in the primary grades. The illustrated examples in this paper
connect aspects of numbers and operations, geometry, algebraic reasoning,
measurement, and varied and versatile forms of representations. Certainly
an approach like this deserves more consideration. We thank the Yupiaq and
Carolinian elders for opening our eyes to what was invisible in plain sight.
We encourage others to extend this work practically and theoretically as we
conclude our work.11
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